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ABSTRACT
Current wireless authentication mechanisms typically rely
on inflexible shared secrets or a heavyweight public-key in-
frastructure with user-specific digital certificates and, as such,
lack general support for environments with dynamic user
bases where guest access is frequent. Simple Authentication
for the Web (SAW) facilitates dynamic user bases in the
context of web site logins by enabling users to authenticate
to personal messaging identifiers (e.g., email addresses, IM
handles, cell phone numbers). SAW, however, is ill-suited for
wireless authentication because, in most cases, it is depen-
dent on client-side Internet connectivity. Wireless Authen-
tication using Remote Passwords (WARP) overcomes this
constraint by building a hybrid protocol that combines the
principles of SAW authentication with the Secure Remote
Password (SRP) protocol.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information
Systems]: Security and Protection—Authentication

General Terms
Security, Management

Keywords
decentralized wireless authentication, SAW, SRP

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks provide an attractive means for net-

work access as they enable convenient roaming and device
deployability without the burden of network cables and port
accessibility. Although convenient, wireless communications
are subject to passive eavesdropping, active injection, and
modification attacks. For these reasons, it is important that
wireless networks provide secure authentication to prevent
unauthorized access to network resources and provide con-
fidentiality and integrity to transmitted information.
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Current wireless authentication mechanisms are usually
based on user-specific certificates (PKI), global passphrases,
or username/password pairs (see Section 7). These methods
are either too heavy or inflexible and lack general support for
environments with dynamic user bases, such as corporations
or universities where guest access is frequent.

Wireless Authentication using Remote Passwords (WARP)
augments the Secure Remote Password (SRP) [12] proto-
col using concepts from Simple Authentication for the Web
(SAW) [11]. By proving ownership of an authorized per-
sonal messaging identifier (e.g., email address, IM handle,
cell phone number), WARP enables users to authenticate
without pre-established secrets or the heavy cost and incon-
venience of user-specific certificates. The burden of wireless
access control in dynamic user bases is dramatically reduced
as authentication of these globally unique identifiers is per-
formed by trusted third parties.

2. BACKGROUND
Simple Authentication for the Web (SAW) [11] enables de-

centralized authentication of globally unique personal mes-
saging identifiers (e.g., email addresses, IM handles, cell
phone numbers). This approach is ideal for systems with dy-
namic user bases because no shared secrets (e.g., passwords)
are required between clients and relying parties (e.g., web
sites). Instead, SAW leverages unmodified personal messag-
ing providers (e.g., email, text and instant message services)
to act as identity providers to relying parties.

SAW builds on the same basic technique employed by
the “Forgot your password?” link common to many web
sites; users must retrieve personal messages (e.g., email, text
and instant messages) sent to them by the relying party
through their messaging provider. Relying parties depend
on providers to deliver messages only to authenticated re-
cipients. As WARP represents a significant departure from
SAW, a detailed protocol overview is omitted.

WARP builds on the following principles of a SAW au-
thentication:

1. Reuse existing identifiers and authenticators.

2. Tightly couple identifiers and identity providers, e.g.,
email addresses specify the locations of their respective
mail servers.

3. Authentication requires that users obtain two tokens
known to the relying party. The first token is given to
the initiator of an authentication, while the second is
only obtained after a successful authentication to the
identity provider.



2.1 The Chicken and the Egg
As many personal messaging providers (e.g., email, in-

stant messaging) rely on client-side Internet connectivity for
message retrieval, an interesting chicken and egg problem
must be overcome to adapt SAW for wireless authentication:
How do clients communicate with their personal messaging
providers when the reason they are authenticating in the
first place is to obtain network and Internet connectivity?
Four potential solutions have been identified:

Temporary Connectivity.
A user has limited time to access the required personal

messaging resources before his connectivity is terminated.
This approach carries increased liability and is undesirable
as it allows anyone to have temporary access to network
resources; access that could be used to launch attacks on or
from the local network.

Filtered Connectivity.
Attempt to allow clients to exchange traffic with only their

personal messaging providers. For example, clients obtain
IP-level connectivity to a restricted network with limited
Internet access. The client is switched to the regular network
after successfully authenticating.

Protection against abuse is complex and potentially im-
possible. Sophisticated filters could restrict traffic to autho-
rized personal messaging protocols, but filtering is impossi-
ble if encryption is used. Data-limiting caps could be used
but would be difficult to fine-tune. The complexity of the
safeguards needed to decrease the liability of this approach
make it largely unacceptable.

Out-of-band Message Delivery.
The chicken and egg problem does not exist when out-

of-band channels are employed to deliver messages to users,
e.g., text messages sent through a cellular providers’ network
(SMS). This approach does not work in locations without
cellular coverage and requires SMS-capable devices.

Surrogate Authentication.
A surrogate approach requires the party to which users

are authenticating to relay small messages to their personal
messaging providers on their behalf. In this approach an
IP-level of connectivity is not required; the Extensible Au-
thentication Protocol (EAP) [2] carries the authentication
traffic. Since the authenticator, not users, directly commu-
nicates with the personal messaging provider it has greater
control and can limit unauthorized data transfer.

As users are unlikely to trust authenticators to log in as
them to their personal messaging providers, this approach
must provide assurances that user login credentials cannot
be stolen or misused by the authenticator.

WARP is a surrogate solution that provides strong pro-
tections to user credentials.

3. WARP
In this paper, user (U) refers to the user and its wireless

supplicant, relying party (RP) refers to the wireless access
point (and potentially an associated authentication server,
e.g., RADIUS server) and identity provider (IDP) refers to
the personal messaging provider.

In general, WARP should be both convenient and secure.

User (U) Host (H)

1.
Identifier (I)−−−−−−−−−−−→

2.
Host Params (g, N , s, B)←−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
User Param (A), User Proof (PU )−−−−−−−−−−−→

4.
Host Proof (PH)←−−−−−−−−−−−

Figure 1: SRP protocol messages.

Specifically, it should:

• Preserve the three principles of SAW (see Section 2)

• Authenticate U

• Provide confidentiality and integrity to the session es-
tablished between U and RP

To satisfy the first principle of SAW, WARP also reuses
existing personal messaging identifiers and authenticators,
e.g., email addresses and email account passwords.

With regard to the second principle, the location of IDP
must be learned from/based on the user’s identifier. For
example, if an email address is used IDP would be hosted
on a known port of the domain specified by the identifier, or
specified in DNS similar to the MX (mail server) entry. Note
that this requires IDPs to support this protocol; a significant
departure from SAW, which leverages unmodified providers.

The third principle is the most challenging to fulfill. The
purpose of the two token scheme is to allow IDP to assist U
in the creation of an encrypted session with RP without IDP
being able to compromise that session. It is simple for RP to
deliver a token to each U and IDP, and relay small messages
between the two. The difficultly arises by requiring IDP to
confidentially deliver its token to only an authenticated U.

Conventional wisdom dictates that the simpliest way to
accomplish this is to use a secret key known only to U and
IDP. WARP’s solution to this problem is to build on the Se-
cure Remote Password (SRP) protocol, which is a password
authenticated key agreement scheme that enables the estab-
lishment of a strong ephemeral session key from a potentially
weak password.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 3.1 gives an overview of SRP. Section 3.2 documents
sSRP, which contains the SAW-based additions to SRP. Sec-
tion 3.3 shows how sSRP is used for wireless authentication.

3.1 Secure Remote Password
Secure Remote Password (SRP) [12] is a protocol designed

to provide password-based mutual authentication between a
user (U) and a host (H), and establish an ephemeral session
key. SRP reveals no information to eavesdroppers during
authentication that can be used to mount an offline attack
against the password. It is also resilient against well-known
passive and active attacks. The host does not store pass-
words for each identifier in plaintext but instead a unique
salt and verifier. The salt is used with the plaintext pass-
word to generate the verifier. The verifier is not password-
equivalent and cannot be used to impersonate the user.

As WARP treats SRP as a black box that results in a
shared key between U and H, only a high level overview of
SRP is given here. Figure 1 shows a condensed version of



User (U) Relying Party (RP) Identity Provider (IDP)

1.
Identifier (I)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Identifier (I)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

2.
Host Params (g, N , s, B)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Host Params (g, N , s, B)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
User Param (A), User Proof (PU )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ User Param (A), User Proof (PU ), KSIDP−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

4.
IDP Proof (PIDP ), E(K,KSIDP), KSU←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− IDP Proof (PIDP ), E(K,KSIDP)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

5.
KeyshareProof(PKS)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

Figure 2: sSRP protocol outline (augmentations to SRP in bold).

the SRP protocol currently being proposed as an extension
[8] to TLS that operates as follows:

1. U sends its identifier (I) to H.

2. H looks up the public group parameters (g and N)
for I as well as the user’s salt and verifier (s and v).
H computes B (its ephemeral session parameter) and
returns it, along with g, N , and s to U.

3. U generates A (its ephemeral session parameter). Next,
U computes the session key K using the values from
H. U then sends A and a proof (PU ) of K to H.

4. H computes the session key K, verifies PU , and sends
its own proof (PH) to U.

3.2 Surrogate SRP (sSRP)
WARP augments SRP with principles of SAW to create

the Surrogate Secure Remote Password (sSRP). In sSRP, an
identity provider (IDP) assumes the role of the SRP host.
This protocol introduces a relying party (RP) through which
messages between U and IDP are relayed. Like SRP, the
protocol is initiated by the user (U).

sSRP treats the internals of SRP as a black box and only
relies on SRP to create password-based ephemeral session
keys between U and IDP. sSRP simply adds several message
elements that are unrelated to the original, unmodified SRP
messages. At a high level, we’re piggybacking SAW token
distribution over unmodified SRP. Figure 2 shows the sSRP
protocol. Here is a description:

1. U submits its identifier (I) to RP, which authorizes the
identifier and forwards it to IDP.

2. IDP looks up the public group parameters (g and N)
for I as well as the user’s salt and verifier (s and v).
IDP computes B (its ephemeral session parameter)
and returns it, along with g, N , and s to U via RP.

3. U generates its SRP session parameter (A), computes
the session key K. and then sends A and a proof (PU )
of K to RP. RP generates a random value (KS) and
splits it into two keyshares: KSIDP and KSU . RP
appends KSIDP to U’s message and sends it to IDP.

4. IDP computes the session key K, verifies PU , and then
encrypts KSIDP using K. IDP then computes its own
proof (PH) and sends it, along with the encrypted
KSIDP to RP. RP appends KSU before forwarding
the message on to U.

5. U performs the following:

(a) Decrypts KSIDP using K.

(b) Recreates KS using KSIDP and KSU

(c) Creates the keyshare proof (PKS).
PKS = H(I‖g‖N‖s‖B‖A‖PU‖PIDP ‖KS).

(d) Sends PKS to RP.

sSRP leaves both U and RP with shared key KS, which
is used as keying material to encrypt future transmissions.
This key is different than the SRP shared key K.

In order to protect against eavesdropping and imperson-
ation attacks, the link between U and RP must provide confi-
dentiality, integrity, and authentication of RP. This protects
the transmission of KSU as it is sent to the user (see Section
5.1).

Upon first inspection, it may seem like KSU provides no
additional assurances. KSU serves two purposes: 1) Pre-
vents IDP from having the full keying material (IDP never
sees KSU ); and 2) Makes KSIDP by itself worthless, as an
attacker needs both keyshares to either impersonate the user
or decrypt post-authentication transmissions.

sSRP enables proof of personal messaging identifier own-
ership without employing the personal messaging medium
itself. Ubiquitously deployed, this service provides a mecha-
nism useful not only to WARP, but also to SAW and many
other mechanisms that rely on proof of identifier ownership
through password-based authentication.

Using other identity providers.
Although this description of sSRP used personal messag-

ing identifiers, e.g., email addresses or instant messaging
handles, sSRP can be used with any password-based iden-
tity provider where an sSRP service can be deployed. This
means that users could authenticate to a wireless network
using identifiers such as OpenID or Unix logins.

3.3 Employing sSRP in WARP
WARP is an incarnation of sSRP for wireless authentica-

tion. In WARP, the wireless supplicant S takes on the role
of the user and the authentication server (AS) that of the
relying party.

EAP-WARP, a new EAP method, has been created to
support WARP. EAP-WARP encapsulates the sSRP proto-
col as it travels between the supplicant and the authentica-
tion server. EAP-WARP works as follows:

1. S and AS use EAP-TTLS [5] to authenticate AS and
provide confidentiality and integrity for the link.



2. S, AS, and IDP perform sSRP. Upon submission of the
sSRP keyshare proof PKS , S has proven ownership of
an authorized identifier to AS.

3. AS sends an EAP-Success message back to S.

4. S and AS use KS to derive the EAP Master Ses-
sion Key (MSK), which provides confidentiality and
integrity for the subsequent wireless session.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Software to support wireless authentication using WARP

has been developed and will soon be available.
libssrp is a general purpose library written in C that

provides the functionality needed to conduct sSRP authen-
tication. It is meant to be used by applications that supply
their own transport functionality.

The current version of libssrp relies on OpenSSL [10] for
its cryptographic primitives and arbitrary precision integers.
libssrp, by default, relies on an SRP-compatible password
file populated with salts and verifiers generated from plain-
text passwords. An API can alternatively be used to allow
flexible retrieval of salts and verifiers. An argument to stay
with the default configuration is given in Section 6.

The wpa_supplicant [7] open-source package has been ex-
tended to support EAP-WARP. The extension consist of two
files: 1) One C source file to provide EAP-WARP support;
and 2) A patch file that modifies wpa_supplicant to include
the extension. The extension is less than 400 lines of code.

This simple extension provides a layer that extracts sSRP
packet data and provides it to libssrp. sSRP packet data
returned from libssrp is inserted into an EAP packet that
is returned to wpa_supplicant. The extension also exports
the EAP MSK, derived from KS, to wpa_supplicant.
FreeRADIUS [9], an open-source RADIUS server, has also

been extended with EAP-WARP support. The extension
is around 800 lines of C code and comments, and like the
extension for wpa_supplicant, provides extraction and in-
sertion of sSRP messages to and from EAP packets, as well
as exporting keying material. The libssrp library is again
used to provide the bulk of the functionality.

An incarnation of the sSRP service has been written using
the libssrp library and provides sSRP over TCP/IP. The
service is written in C, can daemonize, and supports logging
to syslog.

5. THREAT ANALYSIS
This section contains a threat analysis of WARP and the

underlying sSRP protocol to enable proper risk evaluation
by those deploying WARP.

SRP and SAW are the parent protocols of sSRP. SRP is
already resilient to passive eavesdropping and active modifi-
cation or impersonation attacks. sSRP purposefully inserts
a middle party in between the user and identity provider
in SRP. This creates two channels for attackers to target.
Section 5.1 discusses threats to the channel in between U
and RP. Threats on the channel between RP and IDP is
provided in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 evaluates threats when
both channels are available to an attacker.

A discussion regarding impersonation by IDP is provided
in 5.4. Section 5.5 theorizes how WARP could be used to
mount a denial-of-service attack. Section 5.6 concludes the

threat analysis by discussing how sSRP could be abused as
a covert channel and how such an attack is limited.

5.1 Channel between U and RP
The channel between U and RP must provide confidential-

ity, integrity, and authentication of RP in order to protect
the transmission of KSU . A man-in-the-middle attack is
still possible over this channel depending on how authenti-
cation of the relying party is implemented. It is therefore
necessary for sSRP to provide protection if the user connects
to an attacker instead of the intended relying party.

For example, WARP uses EAP-TTLS to provide secu-
rity on this channel and authenticate AS. In order to pre-
vent man-in-the-middle attacks, the supplicant would need
to verify AS’s certificate before accepting the connection.
A careless supplicant choosing not to verify the certificate
would allow a man in the middle to place himself between the
supplicant and AS. The supplicant would establish a TLS
session with the attacker, who would then establish a TLS
session with AS. The supplicant would be oblivious to such
an attack. All traffic would now flow through the attacker.
The attacker can now observe KSU .

KSU , by itself, is useless since, without knowledge of
KSIDP , the attacker is unable to derive KS. KSIDP is en-
crypted with the SRP session key K before travelling across
this channel to prevent the attacker from obtaining it. The
attacker, who does not know K, is unable to decrypt the
keyshare and subsequently unable to impersonate the user.

A man-in-the-middle attack could allow an attacker to
intercept PKS before it arrived at the relying party. The
proof could then be sent by the attacker to impersonate
the user. This is fruitless, however, as knowledge of KS is
required to further communicate with RP. In WARP terms,
this means that the attacker would not have the correct EAP
keying material to export and would therefore be incapable
of communicating further with the access point.

5.2 Channel between RP and IDP
The user relies on RP to connect to the correct iden-

tity provider. Even if RP connects to a malicious identity
provider, sSRP prevents that provider from learning any-
thing about the user’s password.

The channel that is established between RP and IDP is
insecure. SRP parameters are protected by the built-in pro-
tections provided by SRP. KSIDP is sent across this channel
twice in this protocol: 1) In the clear on its way to the IDP;
and 2) Encrypted with the shared SRP session key K as it
is sent back to U. AS has knowledge of KSIDP and could
attempt to brute-force K by encrypting KSIDP with all pos-
sible values for K. Even if AS is able to obtain K, K is not
helpful in discovering the password [13].

5.3 Both Channels
If Mallory, who can observe the channel between U and

RP, colludes with Eve, who can observe the channel be-
tween RP and IDP, then a one-time impersonation of the
user is possible. To initiate this attack, Eve passively ob-
serves KSIDP as it is sent from RP to IDP. Mallory likewise
obtains KSU as described in Section 5.1. If Eve is able
to communicate KSIDP to Mallory, then Mallory can con-
struct KS and impersonate the user. This impersonation is
limited to a single authentication because the keyshares are
single-use and short-lived.



Relying Party (RP) Identity Provider (IDP)

1.
Identifier (I), Dreq−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

2.
Host Params (g, N , s, B), D←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

3.
User Param (A), User Proof (PU ), E(D,KSIDP)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

4.
IDP Proof (PIDP ), E(K, KSIDP )←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Figure 3: One-time impersonation resistant sSRP
(augmentations shown in bold).

Although this one-time impersonation attack is complex
and unlikely, it can be avoided. Encrypting KSIDP with
IDP’s public key before it is sent to IDP provides confiden-
tiality, since only IDP is be able to decrypt it. An alternative
approach would be to encrypt the entire channel between
RP and IDP, but this creates unnecessary overhead as the
remainder of the message elements are already protected.

Figure 3 shows a slight modification to the interaction be-
tween RP and IDP in sSRP, which prevents this one-time im-
personation attack. The modifications are as follows (other
interactions remain unchanged):

1. RP appends the optional public key request, Dreq, to
A as it travels to IDP.

2. IDP fills the request by sending his public key certifi-
cate along with B and s to U through RP. The certifi-
cate contains his public key (D).

3. RP: verifies and strips off the certificate.

4. RP: encrypts KSIDP with D before it is sent to IDP.

The encrypted KSIDP is only decryptable by IDP and is
therefore useless to an eavesdropper.

5.4 Impersonation By IDP
Identity providers can impersonate any of their users. If

an attacker or malicious insider takes control of the sSRP
service hosted by the provider, they can impersonate users to
gain wireless connectivity. For example, the attacker could
replace the password verifier of an authorized identifier with
his own or alter the sSRP service to always grant successful
authentication.

WARP relies on an SRP password file on the identity
provider to provide verifiers, salts, and public parameters
for authorized users. Because the password verifiers are not
plaintext equivalent to the password, an attacker who steals
the password file is unable to use the verifier to impersonate
the user without first determining the user’s password.

SAW, and therefore WARP, are built around existing trust
given to identity providers. An organization adopting WARP
must make judgments regarding the identity providers they
choose to trust. Some organizations may alternatively re-
quire use of identifiers within its own systems (e.g., organi-
zational email addresses) to satisfy a required trust level.

5.5 Denial-Of-Service (DoS)
SRP is resilient against attackers modifying the informa-

tion being exchanged between U and H. sSRP does nothing
to compromise this resilience. At most, an attacker could

cause authentication to fail. This could be used to deny ser-
vice to an otherwise authorized user. As simpler, jamming-
based denial-of-service attacks (DoS) already exist, the po-
tential for DoS attacks using WARP is negligible.

5.6 Covert Channels
A covert channel is a method of communication that uses

another channel’s bandwidth to transmit data without knowl-
edge or consent. Covert channels take many different forms
(e.g., steganography, timing between transmissions, text ma-
nipulation). WARP could be used to send data between U
and IDP. Because WARP only opens up a channel of com-
munication between the supplicant and the provider of an
authorized identifier, it cannot be used as a covert channel
to any arbitrary party.

Using WARP as a covert channel would not be an effective
means of transferring large amounts of data; the number and
size of WARP’s messages are quite small. Similar authen-
tication request throttling used to limit DoS attacks could
also be employed to greatly reduce the amount of informa-
tion that could be exchanged over the covert channel.

Since the link between the AS and IDP is unencrypted,
the supplicant could communicate information to a passive
eavesdropper on that link.

6. DEPLOYABILITY
Deployability of WARP can be discussed from three points

of view: wireless users, organizations providing wireless ac-
cess, and identity providers.

Users.
WARP leverages familiar and convenient password-based

interfaces while decreasing the total number of required user
passwords by reusing existing login credentials.

Organizations.
WARP softens the burden of password and account man-

agement. Providing access to regular organizational staff
could be automated by generating the access control list us-
ing existing knowledge of staff identifiers. Guest access could
then be maintained through a second access control list.

WARP is unusable in situations where the authentica-
tion server is unable to communicate with identity providers
(e.g., ad-hoc networks without Internet connectivity).

WARP assumes the same level of trust extended to iden-
tity providers by SAW and may be inappropriate for use
in organizations where the existing trust extended to third-
party identity providers is insufficient.

Identity Providers.
WARP requires identity providers to host an sSRP ser-

vice. Until incentives outweigh the cost, it is unlikely that
every identity provider will be willing to meet this require-
ment. Fortunately, sSRP is simple and easy to implement
and therefore comes at a minimal cost.

As mentioned previously, sSRP relies on an SRP password
file to provide verifiers, salts, and public parameters for au-
thorized users. Migration of existing non-SRP password files
is tricky because these files generally contain non-plaintext
forms of the passwords, e.g., password hashes, and entries
in an SRP password files must be generated from plaintext
user passwords.



Identity providers who currently use services that receive
a plaintext password from the user, e.g., Unix logins, could
modify the service to intercept the password and generate
an SRP password file entry. This removes the need for a for-
mal re-enrollment process; users log in once to enable sSRP.
The modified service could be deployed well in advance of
sSRP deployment to generate SRP password entries for ac-
tive users. Since existing password files are not used to gen-
erate the verifiers, they can be safely maintained side-by-side
the SRP password file; facilitating gradual deployment.

7. RELATED WORK
Many authentication mechanisms rely on pre-established

shared secrets. Global passphrases used in systems like
WPA-PSK[1] can be difficult to distribute. If the shared
secret is compromised a new one must be deployed to each
device. Guest access can only be achieved by disclosure of
the shared secret. It is also difficult to audit access because
each user connects using the same passphrase.

Individual user accounts with passwords are employed by
challenge/response-based systems such as MSCHAPv2 [14].
Account-level password-based authentication provides rea-
sonable deployability for a static group of users. It also
lends itself to auditing because authentication is tied to a
set of credentials. However, these systems suffer from the
same issues of other password-based authentication mecha-
nisms: password re-use and difficulty in remembering strong
passwords. It is also difficult to configure guest access where
account creation incurs significant overhead or time.

Recent authentication mechanisms, e.g., EAP-TLS [3],
rely on user-specific digital certificates to provide authen-
tication. However, managing user-specific certificates and
securing public/private key-pairs are challenging tasks for
even savvy end-users. The sign-up process can be resource
intensive, adding additional overhead on administrators who
must verify user identity and issue certificates according to
stringent company policies. Often times this process must
be performed not only for each user, but for each of the
user’s devices, which increases complexity.

Greenpass [6] leverages EAP-TLS for authentication. EAP-
TLS relies on PKI to provide the client and server certificates
used in the TLS handshake. Greenpass also provides decen-
tralized delegation of access by allowing delegators to sign
a SPKI/SDSI certificate that a guest can then use as their
EAP-TLS client-side certificate. Greenpass still involves a
CA issuing user-specific certificates to regular users.

Network-in-a-Box (NiaB) [4] enrolls devices in the wire-
less network by employing location-limited communication
channels (e.g., infrared or a USB key) to securely distribute
the necessary PKI keys and certificates. Although key dis-
tribution is simplified, NiaB still requires an administrator
be present to authorize each device during enrollment. This
location-limited channel approach creates a physical bottle-
neck when many devices need to be enrolled within a short
time period (i.e., conference wireless access where most del-
egates arrive within a short time period).

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
WARP is a convenient and secure wireless authentication

mechanism. By preserving the principles of SAW, WARP
enables decentralized user authentication and facilitates dy-
namic user bases in the wireless realm without requiring

client-side Internet or IP-connectivity. WARP’s use of SRP
enables users to authenticate using existing personal mes-
saging account identifiers and passwords, without fear that
relying parties or eavesdroppers can compromise their login
credentials. Although identity providers assist users in cre-
ating authenticated, encrypted sessions with relying parties,
the identity providers cannot compromise these sessions.

sSRP could replace the use of email or instant messages
in the original SAW protocol for website logins. Using sSRP
in this manner increases SAW’s ability to thwart active im-
personation attacks and eliminate latency issues associated
with personal message delivery.

We are currently investigating how to integrate the intu-
itive delegation between personal messaging identifiers and
natural client-side auditing capabilities of SAW into WARP.

Forthcoming revisions to sSRP eliminate the need to use
PKI-based approaches, e.g., EAP-TTLS, to prevent passive
observation of KSU and KSIDP . These revisions also enable
the authentication of relying parties to identity providers.
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